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I have written about at least two thirds of the sub-header on my blog at some point (the love, faith
and hamburgers bit). Not many words have been devoted to the burger side of my life. Most days
my job takes me to different work areas, but at least once a week I’m required to make hamburgers.
Yeah, I know, it’s like some sort of mid-life, Kevin Spacey in American Beauty thing. I have gone
backwards career wise until I’m back at the job I had at 17. The Spatula entered the wilderness 19
years ago with…a spatula. My first real cooking gig was the same one thousands of American
teenagers are blessed to start with. I was a burger slave at McDonalds in Kalamazoo, Michigan.
The beginning was inauspicious, to be sure. My first day on the job there was no McD’s swag
available to wear. My trainer Gerald was asked to give up one of his snazzy visor caps from his
locker. He had tons and they were all covered in curl activator. This was my first lesson in kitchen
politics. Don’t be magnanimous and settle for something that doesn’t work. Within a half hour I found
out why, because my forehead was burning from the goop on the visor. My first days at McD’s pre-
dated the clamshell grill, that wonderful automated burger press that cooked burgers in 39 seconds.
We did it ourselves. The goal for a trainee was to be able to cook 18 regular patties-”regs” -at a
time without fail. I sucked. Gerald gave up on me and sent me off to stand by the bun caramelizer. I
still have a scar from caramelizing my hand one afternoon.  I worked for McD’s for a year and I am
guessing that they wanted to fire me daily. Some of the highlights included deep frying happy meal
toys, fouling up their brand new clamshell by trying to saute onions on it and under cooking bacon
(because I liked the texture). My nickname was Rain Man, because I could tell how many Mcnuggets
were in the warmer at any given time without bothering to look. The point of all this Mcnostalgia,
however, is that I learned burgerology. The wonderful art and science of grilling ground beef on a flat
top griddle was imparted to me.

     The key to a decent burger is to cook it hot, flat and fast (no offense to Thomas Friedman for
usurping his book title here). The pan, grill or griddle has to already have reached a point at which
the outside of the burger is seared and carmelized (the breakdown and cooking of surface sugars,
which is why the browned part of meat tastes slightly sweet). The temptation is to throw food into a
pan as soon as we turn on the burner, but patience is key. Hot, but not high heat. Don’t crank the
knob up and rip it off. Good cooking requires patience. Secondly, there’s the flat issue. I used to
mess with the fat burger concept, but unless you’re cooking a mini meat loaf and planning to finish
your burgers in the oven, keep ‘em flat. Even in the advertised restaurant thick burgers, you’ll never
see one more than a 1/4 inch. This is why the Lord gave us the double, triple and quadruple stack
burgers. Easier to stack ‘em than to try to cook a giant one. Finally, there’s the fast idea. Thin things
cook faster at higher heat, big food items need more time and lower heat (or you get burnt on the
outside, underdone on the inside). For your specific doneness, learn to temp burgers by feel rather
than a thermometer. Curl your index finger inward to the pad of your palm. The top part (nearest your
thumb) feels like what well done meat “should” feel like. As you feel lower with your fingers along the
outside of your palm the feeling is of less done meat. Ask a cook to demonstrate this and after a
while you’ll know by instinct and spatula feel. Now that I’ve bored you completely to death, go get a
sack of burgers (although I am still an afficianado of Max and Erma’s Garbage Burger).
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